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In electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) distance distributions between site-directedly attached spin
labels in soft matter are obtained by measuring their dipole-dipole interaction. The analysis of these distance distributions can be misleading particularly for broad distributions. because the most probable distance deviates from the distance between the most probable label positions. The current manuscript
studies this effect using numerically generated spin label positions, molecular dynamics simulations,
and experimental data of a model system. An approach involving Rice distributions is proposed to overcome this problem.

1. Introduction
EPR spectroscopy has become a powerful tool for distance measurements in disordered systems, giving access to distance distributions in the range between 0.5 nm and 8 nm, especially due to
the Double Electron Electron Resonance (DEER or PELDOR) technique [1]. The application to biological systems, e.g. membrane
proteins, is of particular interest because structure and function
in these systems are intimately linked. Many biomacromolecules
do not contain native paramagnetic centers but spin labels can
be attached site-directedly.
Inter- and intramolecular distances between two spin labels can
be determined by measuring their dipole-dipole interaction either
by deconvolution of cw-measurements [2] or by pulsed methods
[3].
Depending on the flexibility of the investigated system, but often in particular depending on the length and flexibility of the spin
label Iinker, broad distance distributions can be obtained using
either model-based data analysis [4,5] or model-free methods,
e.g. Tikhonov regularization [6,7J. These broad distributions do
by no means reflect the accuracy of the method which can be estimated to 0.05 nm or better [6J.
Recent works deal with the analysis of distance distributions,
taking rotamer libraries into account, if a structural model, e.g.
crystal structure is available [8J but usually the maximum in the
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distance distribution or - leading to similar results - the center
of a fitted Gaussian is attributed to the distance constraint.
In the current work we demonstrate that the latter procedures
are problematic and result in errors in the case of broad distance
distributions, e.g. if the center of the experimental distance distribution is of the same order of magnitude as its standard deviation.
To overcome this problem we propose an analysis based on the
Rice distribution, either describing the model-free der.ived distance
distribution or as a model for deriving the distance distribution.
The Rice distribution is widely used in other disciplines, such as
crystallography [9,10]' single-molecule fluorescence measurements [11 ,12J, and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) [13,14J.
The Rice distribution is based on the assumption of normally
distributed spin label positions. While this is a crude approximation, because the distribution of label positions is dictated by conformation energetics the current manuscript proves the
applicability of the Rice distribution in EPR distance measurement
by three approaches: (I) numerically simulated spin label positions
(normal distributions), (11) molecular dynamics simulations (spin
labeled double-stranded DNA), and (IJI) experimental data (DEER
measurement on a polyproline II (PPII) helical peptide).
2. Results
In order to illustrate the difficulties in analyzing broad distance
distributions one can initially assume a set of two spin labels (point
dipole approximation), each positioned normally distributed in
space (x, y, and z) with a standard deviation (J around two centers
with the defined distance p (see Fig. 1).
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Fig. 1. Schematic illustration of two three-dimensional Gaussian random variables. The centers of the distributions are separated by the distance /1, both distributions have
the same standard deviation IT in x, y and z direction.

The resulting distribution between both labels per) with
til2 ) 1/2 does not correspond to a Gauss but to a
Rice distribution [15]. Moreover, the distance distribution exhibits
a maximum which is the most probable found distance but deviates from fJ to larger values. In analogy, fitting this distance distribution by a Gauss distribution the center of the Gaussian is in
general larger than p, too.
The distance distribution per) can be described analytically by
the Rice distribution in n-dimensions which is defined by
r

= (!';.x2 + ,iy2 +
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a

b
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c
with the modified Bessel function 1. For three dimensions this results in
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with O'riee J20'riee [7J.
The effect of varying the widths of the distributions is depicted
in Fig. 2, showing data points from numerically simulated distances between normally distributed labels and fits (solid lines)
according to equation P3D(r). For large p/(J values, e.g. p/(J = 10
(Fig, 2a), the distribution is approximately Gaussian-shaped and
the maximum corresponds well to /1. As p/(J decreases (Fig. 2bd), i.e. the distribution becomes wider, the curve becomes skewed,
broadened, and the position of the maximum differs significantly
from p.
This means that for experimentally obtained narrow distance
distributions, the maximum of the distribution or the center of a
fitted Gaussian curve is in sufficient agreement with the distance
between the most probable spin label positions, but deviations occur for broader distributions. This is summarized in Fig. 3, showing
the results of fitting either a Gauss or a Rice distribution to numerically simulated ((J = 0.5) spin label distances in three dimensions.
For small p/(J values, the biggest discrepancy between Gauss analysis and the distance obtained from the identity function (a
straight line through the origin) is obtained. Hence for those values
the use of a Gaussian is not justified and results in an error whereas
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Fig. 2. Numerical simulation of the distance distribution per) between two
Gaussian distributed positions in three dimensions (see Fig. I). The distance
between tile centers of the two Gauss distributions is !l = 1.0. standard deviations are
varied: (a) IT = 0.1. (b) IT = 0.3, (c) IT = 004, (d) IT = 0.5.

the Rice analysis is in quantitative agreement with the identity
function.
In order to study this effect in a more realistic scenario compared to normally distributed spin label positions molecular
dynamics (MD) simulations were performed. A double-stranded
DNA, doubly labeled with the phosphorothiolate-substituted nitroxide spin label R5 (Fig. 4, see also supporting material) serves as
a model system.
For the analysis of the MD data, snapshots were taken every
2 ps and the distance between the oxygen atoms of the spin labels
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Fig. 3. Compari son of different fit m odels. For each fi xed di stance p between the
centers of the Ga ussia n random variabl es with a fixed s ta ndard devia tion (J = 0.5 , a
his togra m of the distances between both three-dimensional Gauss di stributions
w as simulated (like in Fig. 2). A Ri ce di stribution and a Ga uss distribution we re
fitted to these his togr,lIllS. The corres ponding fit res ults p; a re plotted (t ri angles:
Gauss, circl es: Rice). The ide ntity fun ction (bl,lCk line) has been added to the fig ure
fo r easy comparison of the fit resu lts with the simulation parameter p .
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Fig. S. Di stribution of the oxygen-oxygen di stance of the s pin labels taken from MD
simu lations (red line), including Rice (green line ) a nd Gaussia n ( blue line) fit culves.
(Fo r in te rpre tation of the references to color in this fi gure legend , the reader is
referred to th e w eb version of thi s articl e.)

3. Discussion

Fig. 4. Vi sualiza tion of the double-stranded DNA dod eca mer: Two spin labels
(s hown as CPK model) are attac hed to nucleotides four of the firs t and second
stra nd. The dista nce is ca lculated between t he oxyge n atoms of the two ni troxids
(marked by a black a rrow).

was measured. Computed di stances from 0.5 nm up to almost
3 nm de mon strate the hi gh fl exibility of th e s pin labels. The distances of 25 simulatio ns of 5 ns each were binned into 0.01 nm
interval s to derive th e distance di stribution p(r) shown in Fig. 5.
Additionally, the averaged positions of the oxygen atoms were
determined and used to calculate the standard deviations (Ji and
th e distance 11 betw een th e most probable s pin label positions.
We find (J = 0.27 nm and 0.26 nm for the oxygen atoms of the first
and second spin labe l, respectively, and 11 = 1.24 nm.
The di sta nce di stribution in Fig. 5 was analyzed using a Gaussian (J.1e = 1.33 nm, ae = 0.38 nm) and a Ricean (PR = 1.20 nm,
(JR = 0.40 nm) fit, res pectively, the latter in excell ent agree m ent
with the di stance betwee n the most probable label positions.
The comparison between the ana lysis based on the Gauss or
Ri ce di stributi on, res pectively, was also appli ed t o ex perimental
data of an EPR di sta nce measurement (see supportin g materi al).
The mod el system used here co nsists of a peptide in a polyproline
11 helix conformation [16,17]. which was doubly labeled by sitedirected spi n labeling using MTSL. Whil e t he qualities of both fit
curves are indi stin gui shabl e on a relevant sca le, th e deri ved J.l
valu es differ signifi cantly (P c = 4.20 nm and PR= 4.04 nm, with
ae = 0.80 nm and aR = 0.82 nm ).

One of the uniqu e features of di sta nce m easurem ents by spin
label EPR is the ability to monitor even broad di sta nce
di stributions.
The data prese nted here illustrate that there is a difference between t he most probable s pin label di stance, and the di sta nce between the most probable s pin label positions, whi ch is significant
at least for broad distance distributions, e.g. pia < 4 (see Fig. 3 ).
This becomes immed iately obvious in the following gedankenexperim ent: redu ce th e di stance fl betw ee n the two clouds of
Gaussian di stributed spin label positions (with (J > 0) in Fig. 1 to
J.l = O. Taking all possible label positions in to account, one obtains
the di sta nce distribution containing distances equ al to or larger
than zero. Also t he most probable di stan ce is la rger than zero
and therefore larger than J.l, too.
The spin label MTSL is widely used in protein studi es beca use it
can be covalently linked to any cys teine residue via a sulfur- sulfurbridge. The linker length for thi s spin label is approxi mately
0.5 nm . Usi ng thi s valu e, the width of the di sta nce di stribution
caused by the linker fl exibility only, can be estimated to be 1 nm.
This has also been found in experimentally obtained di stance di stributions when the MTSL- Iabels are not significantly sterically
hind ered. In this case, distan ce di stributi ons between MTSL labe ls
below 3 nm res ult in pl(J < 3. No matter whether model-based or
model -free analysis, e.g. Tikhonov regulari zation wa s used, the
most probable di sta nce differs from the di sta nce be twee n the most
probable s pin label positions in thi s case. Hence, wh en qualitative
analysis using rota mer libra ries is impossible, the maximum in the
distance distribution p(r) can be seriously mi sleading.
This is shown using three different approaches:
(I) Using num erically ge nerated spin labe l positio ns obeying
normal di stributions the resulting distance di stribution can
be given analytically by th e Rice di stribution. Fig. 2 cl early
shows th e drastic deviations of those di sta nce di stribution s
p(r) from a Ga ussian-like behavior and the shift of the maximum of p(r) to va lues hi gher th an J.l.
(1I ) To deal with more real istic spin label positions MD sim ulations with long simulation times were performed. Again,
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even if the spin label positions do not obey normal distributions, the Rice distribution delivers a result which is in good
agreement with the distance between the most probable
spin label positions. The distance derived by fitting a Gaussian deviates by more than 7%.
(1II) Considering experimental data we presented the analysis of
a DEER measurement on a doubly-MTSL-Iabeled model peptide in a PPll helix conformation by Tikhonov regularization.
Even when the fJ./a -ratio is approximately 4.9, the deviation
between fJ.G as derived by fitting a Gaussian and JlR derived
by using the Rice distribution is still significant (0.2 nm).
4. Conclusions
Distance measurements using EPR combined with a spin label
approach are a powerful tool to determine long range distance constraints when studying the structure of soft matter. Site-directed
spin labeling using nitroxides covalently bound via a linker is commonly applied. The analysis of experimentally obtained distances
is not limited by the intrinsic accuracy of the method [1 ] but rather
by the undetermined label positions due to the labellinker flexibility. Possible solutions to this problem are rota mer libraries or
molecular dynamics simulation, though these are not applicable
in many cases.
Often the most probable distance between the spin label positions is used as distance constraint.
The conclusion of this work is that by taking the maximum of
the distance distribution, one commits a systematic error, especially for small p/a values.
Therefore an alternative analysis method is proposed here. The
Rice distribution describes the distance distribution resulting from
two three-dimensional Gaussian distributed spin positions and is
applicable to experimentally obtained distance distributions. It allows the determination of the distance between the most probable
spin label positions, which is of particular importance in analyzing
three-spin correlations [18 J in double electron-electron resonance,
where the deviation between the most probable distance and the
distance between the most probable spin label positions can introduce internal inconsistency.
The Rice distribution as a model-based analysis method for distance measurements in EPR will be implemented in future versions
of DEERAnalysis [19].
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Appendix A. Supplementary material
Supplementary data associated with this article can be found, in
the online version, at doi: 10.1 016/j.jmr.201 0.10.005.
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